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SUMMARY

Theoretical studies of the phenomena of combustion instability in liquid
propellant rocket motors and experimental test thereof will be undertaken by
the

uggenheim Jet Propulsion Center at Princeton as a part of its research

program under this contract dated 30 April 1952.
During the first three months period, facilities at the University's new
James Forrestal Research Center and personnel were assigned and the initial
phases of experimental program were planned in some detail. The first phases
of the experimental work will include the determination of overall combustion
time lags for the monopropellant,

low frequency case.

The basic analysis of Crocco was extended to cover the cases of concentrated combustion at various stations and distributed combustion along the
chamber axis.
A constant rate monopropellant feed system was completely designed and
preliminary designs of the ethylene oxide rocket motor and the instrumentation
systems were worked out. Of particular interest was the specification and
order of a special version of the MIT catenary-diaphragm,

strain-gage pressure

transducer having a water-cooled, double diaphragm and provision for applying
a reference back pressure. This pickup should have wide application for combustion instability studies.
Searchee, have been made of the literature for sources of information on
combustion instability and ethylene oxide.
Visits to a number of activities working on liquid propellant rocket
combustion instability problems were made for purposes of familiarisation

with equipment and results. CObustion instability was generally agreed to
be a major problem and interesting results of experimental work relating
closed-pipe resonance, injector configuration, chemical kinetics and many
other factors to the phenomena of combustion instability have been recorded.
A non-linear shock wave form of combustion instability has been observedq
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INTRODUCTION

Object
BuAer Contract NOas 52-713-c has been undertaken as a part of the research

program of the Guggenheim Jet Propulsion Center at Princeton to "conduct

an

investigation of the general problem of combustion instability in l1.quid propellant rocket engines.

This program shall consist of theoretical analyses

and experimental verification of theory.

The ultimate objective shall be the

collection of sufficient data that shall permit the rocket engine designer to
produce power plants which are relatively free of the phenomena of instability.
Interest shall center in that form of unstable operation which is characterized
by high frequency vibrations and is commonly known as 'screaming'.

B. History
Interest at Princeton in the problem of combustion instability in liquid
propellant rocket motors was given impetus by a Bureau of Aeronautics syMosium
held at the Naval Research Laborator." on the 7th and 8th of December 1950.

This

interest resulted in theoretical analysis by Professors X. Summerfield and

L.

,,Crocce of this Center.
Professor Swiuerfield's work, " Theory of Unstable Combustion in Liquid

Propellant Rocket Systems" (JARS,

Sept. 1951). considers the effects of both

inertia in the liquid propellant feed lines and combustion chamber capacitance
with a constant combustion time lag, and applies to the case of low (up to
about 2100 cycles per second) frequency oscillations sometimes called "chugging".
Professor Crocco advanced the concept of the pressure dependence of the

time lag In mid-1951; his paper, :.i pects of Combustion Stability in Liquid
Propellant Rocket Motors" (JARS,

Nov. 1951 and Jan-Feb 1952), presents the

fundamentals resulting from this concept. and analyzes the cases of low frequensy instability with monopropellante, low frequency instability with biiiJft,
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B. History (Cont'd)
propellants and high frequency instability, Vith combustion concentrated at
the end of the combustion chatiber.
Desiring to submit the concept of a pressure dependent time lag to experimental test a preliminary proposal was made by this Center to the Bureau
a

of Aeronautics in the summer of 1951 and, following a formal request,
vised proposal was submitted which resulted in the present contract

re-

dated

30 April 1952.
Analytical studies of distributed combustion had been carried on in

the

meantime under Professor Crocco and within the sponsorship of the Guggenheim
Jet Propulsion Center by S.I. Cheng and were issued as his Ph.D. Thesis* "In*

trinsic High Frequency Combustion Instability in a Liquid Propellant Rocket
Motorys dated April 1952.
Time was devoted, in anticipation of the contract, during the first

third

of 1952 to constructing facilities, sQouring personnel, and planning the experimental approach.
Work since 30 April is

described in some detail in the following sections

of the report.

C. Facilities
As a part of the facilities for jet .)ropulsion research (see Frontispiece)
at its

new James Forrestal Research Center,

the University authorized construc-

tion of a modern test building with two cells for static operation of jet propulsion devices and a middle control room.

The building is

constructed of

twelve.inoh thick reinforced concrete with inntalled explosion proof electrical
services and fog sprinkler and floor flushing systems,
the larger test cell has been assigned to this contract.

It

is

now complete and

PrU Aoro.%norReport No. 21 6 A
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C. Facilities (Cont'd)
A Central Recording Room, Comonent Test Room, and Storeroom are located
in "E" building.
Building "B" contains Project Rooms 1, 2, and 3, a Blower Room, an Assembly Shop, a small Dark Room, Locker Room, frafting Room and offices.
The Forrestal Center is located on Brunswick Pike (U.S. Route #i)

about

two miles north of the Penns Neck traffic circle near Princeton, New Jersey.
D. 'Personnel
During the period, assignments of personnel to the project have been
made to the extent required by the contract both in number and competence.
Although the efforts during the past month have emphasized the securing of
qualified personnel and their indoctrination into the projectA it has been
possible to accomplish much of the planning and some design and development.
Key personnel now assigned to the project are listed belowt
1. Professor-in-charge - Dr. Luigi Crocco
2. Assistant Professor (Theo.

Studies) - Dr. S.1. Cheng

3. Research Engineer - JoP. Layton
4. Asst. Research 'Engineer - Dr. Jerry Grey
5. Graduate Assistants (2)

- G.B. Matthews
D.T. Harrje

6, A Technician and two Mechanios
In addition, personnel are assigned from our Supporting Sevices -roup for
drafting, purchasingp instrumenting, and computing as required.
E. Schedule
The schedule of the -rk

is shoen on Fig. 1 (see following page) for the

first year of the contract.
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Permission was granted for work to proceed in anticipation of the
Suctract as of 15 Deoember 1951 although at a reduced level.

This aided

materially in making progress ahead of schedule until the contr'act wuw
aotvwly received# therefore the schedule is shown starting as of I March
1952; hoiver, delays in adjustment of the provisions since that time
have hindered progress considerably so that such of the time thus gainod
Me been sacrificed.
At the present time work stands about on schedules considering the
oontract-date as the starting date, although continuing procurement difficulties with materials$ mainly stainless steel, and instrumentation,
caused by the lack of a signed contract with its priority provisi,; ns, will
probab3y oooasift
ill

further delays in the progress of the work.

The work

be rescheduled when the magnitude of the delays jS known.
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THEORETICAL STUDIES

In addition to the work of Crocco wherein both low frequency and
high frequency intrinsic combustion instability (see Section ii

B) were

presented, the theoretical analysis was extended during the first part
of 1952 under the sponsorship of the Guggenheim Jet Propulsion Center.
The original analysis considered simple, constant-rate feed systems
and used a simplified model of concentrated combustion at the injector
and for a particular value of the index of interaction n

Y
twhere
w
The index, n,

is the specific heat capacity ratio of the burned gas.

of interactions between the combustion processes and the pressure oscillations is defined through the pressure sensitive time lag f
OWS

t

"&

=

as' foll-

'P" = coP~star

The analysis using the simplified model of concentrated combustion
was extended by the thesis studies of Cheng and will be presented in two
papers authored by Crocco and Cheng which are described below.
The paper "nigh 1requency Combustion Instability in Rockets with
Concentrated Combustiont will be presented before bhe 8th International
Congress of Applied Mathematics and Mechanics at Istanbul, Turkey in
August, and covers arbitrary values of the index, n, and arbitrary positions of the concentrated combustion front along the combustion chamber
axis.

It is found that the position of a concentrated combustion front

with respect to the nodes and the anti-nodes of the pressure oscillation
is of great importance on the stability behavior of the systeA6
Systems with combustion distributed over a considerable portion of
the combustion chamber axis are formulated in the paper,

"High irequency
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Combustion Instability in Rockets .4th Distributed Combustion", which
vrill be presented at the 4th International Combustion Symposium at iT
in September and where appro"cimate solution of the resulting integrodifferential equation is obtained forhe .extreme case of uniformly
distributed combustion.
In both references results are givon for a high frequency boundary
condition corresponding to a nottle whose converging part has a length
about one third that of the chafiber, and a low frequency boundary condition representing the limiting and ideal case of a converging part of
zero length.
A. Concentrated Combustion
The most significant results obtained in the case of conontrated
combusatioa are the followings
*

1. The frequencies of the unstable oscillations are close to
the nat ial frequencies of the combustion system.
2. For a given configuration of a combustion distribution, unstable oscillations are possible if n is greater than some

minim value and if

Z

is in certain ranges of values which

are functions of n.
3.

IThe minium

value of n compatible with instability of a

given **de increases when the conentrated combustion front
is further away from the anti-node of this mode# and this
min is infinite if combustion is coucentrated at the node
of the given modeg

The injector end is the most unstable

position of a concentrated combustion front for all modes of
oscillations.
RR? TP IC TF
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4. The value of Umi n of a given mode is higher than the value of
"mi n of a lower mode.

This is the result when the high fre-

quency boundary condition is used.

The low frequency boundary

condition does not show this variation.

With the high fre-

quency condition at exit, only the fundamental and/or the
first few high frequency modes of oscillations oan become unstable if the value of n of the combustion system is close to
or less than I.

5. Consequently, the length of the subsonic part of the nozzle
has a marked effect on the stability of combustion, and long
approaches to the throat can reduce longtitudinal-type instability.

Of course, the one-dlmensional treatment does not

give any information on transversal-type instability.

Bo Distributed Combustion
In the paper on distributed combustion it is shown thats
. The minimum value of n for a uniformly distributed combustion
system is of the order of
mental mode.

which is

about 20 for the funda-

Thus the high frequency oscillations in the

uniformly distributed ecabustion system are most likely to be
stable.
2, Conclusions similar to items

,2,A and 5 as given above in

the analysis of concentrated combustion are also verified,

RISTII TED
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The first phase of the research program to be undertaken under the
a

subject contract is an investigation of low-frequency instability ini

liquid monopropellant (ethylene oxide - C2 H40 ) rocket motor. "It is
planned to induce a sinusoidal ten percent variation in an otherwise constant rate monopropellant flow system at several frequencies, and to dotermine the "time lag", considered to be the time between an injection
flow increase and a corresponding combustion pressure rise.

Instantan-

eous measurements of propellant flows chamber pressure, and injection
pressure, 'made sixultaneously, recording both frequency and amplitude
will then provide a measure of the absolute values of the overall time
lag a=d the beginning of an experimental check of the instability theory.
Much special instrumentation is required to obtali

oven the above type

of infotmation; and, consequent]y, a raLher extensive program ha3 been
undertaken in this connection.

A. Constant Rate Monopropellant Feed System
The feed system (see Fig. 2) is of the inert-as pressursed type
with electro-pneumatic and -ydraulio
venturi is

control components.

A cavitating

used to maintain fundamentally steady flow, and a positive-

diepacemsnt pulsing unit using a reciprocating piston has been desigaed
to deliver the sinusoidal oscillation of - 10%amplitude in propellant
flow rate at frequencies up to 200 cps.

Before running tests on a rocket motor, it is necessary that. some
9

of the special equipment required for the instability investigation be
tested and calibrated.

The first

series of tests will thus consist of

water flow tests of the feed system with an orifice substituted fcr the
rocket motor injections.

Those prelainary runs will test operation of
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A. Constant Rate Monopropellant Feed System (Cont'd)
4.the

cavitating venturi and the pulsiig unit, as well as the pneuatio

and hydraul.c valves and other comoonents,
The system will also be used in a slightly modified form t
ablish the calibration of a method-,
. out., for

-which has been. theoretically -worked

determining the instantaneous flow

by passing an oscillator

est.

Aro}ough, an injector orifice

flow and evaluating the variation. of instantan-

eous pressure dr~op across it.

The required modifications to the system

are shown in Fig* 3, and consist

basically of connecting the injector

section of the rocket motor onto a pressurised tank to simulate actual
rocket operating conditions, and the use of high frequency respown

press-

uare pickups and dynamic flouters to get pressure and flow correlations.
The theory and procedure for this determination will be described in a
later report.

The d=mi

motor, injector, and pressure tank are al

ins
L

tended for use, in the injector flow-pattern studles, the tank being
equipped with a camera window for this purpose.

B. Mnorpellant Rooket Motor
Xonopropellant tests will be run at three rocket motor combustion
chamber pressiures

300 psi, 600 psi, and 900 psi, corresponding to thrust

ratings of 200 lb., 4O lb., and 600 lbi.
Fll

afvantage has been taken of the experience of the Wyandotte

Chemicals Corporation on BuAke

Contract Nes 1067 (see Append

A2) in

detwriing the fundamental features of the motor and injector design
uhioh are shown Ina preliinarydrawing, Fig. 4.

The only difference

between operatim at the. several chamber pressures will *be in the ehaust
nozle arem and injector orifice size.

As show on the drawing, eight

SLR
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B. Monopropellant Rocket otor (Contod)
radial injectors will be installed at a single radial plane in a sectioa
near the head end of the motor with provision for alternate installation
of some of the injectors in a second downstream section.

The injectors

will be of the full-cone swirl type for the first series of test-

her

injection methods will be tested later in the programl.
Starting will be accomplished with gaseous oxygen and a recessed
electrode spark plug. This arrangement has been quite successfully used
at low ptopellant flow rates by 10randotte in their uncooled inconel motor.
C. Instrumentation
As in any research where quantitative values of physical variables
are required, the selection of instrumentation must be approached with
care.

In the present case of experimental work on rocket combustion ini -"

stability where tiansient phenomena must be measured under condit4 ons of
elevated temperatures, high pressures and pulsating flows, adequate i01
strumenbation lies near the heart ef the problem. Considerable effort
has been spent in finding satisfactory answers to the difficult instrumentation problems although they are manifest in only their least re.
strictive forms in the initial phases of our experimental work.

For ex.

ample# in the first phase we will .tryto assess the magnitude of the
total time lag from pressure measurements while using the monApropellant
ethylene oxide which gives a reasonably low combustion temperature while
impressing only low frequency oscillations so that there will be time to
become acquainted with the behavior of the pressure pickups and to work
out any development troubles before encountering higher temperatures and
frequencieso
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C. Instrumentation (,ontid)
Schematics of the arrangemEnt of instrumentation for the feed system
calibration, Fig. 5, and time U., measurements, rig. 6,

are included to

show the presont, although,preliminary, hookup of various prospective items
of equipment.

These arrarn eaenta u41l be discussed in more detail in the

next report when they have become more settled,

A

I* Sensing Elements
a.

Pressure
Considerable time was spent reviewing commercially
available pressure pickups when the critical nature of
dynamic pressure measurements ws realied in the deter.
mination of time lag, both from frequency and amplitude
response standpoints.

It

was found that none of the

other agencies working on instability phenomena were using a completely satisfactory sensing element for press.
ure although there were a considerable number of different type pickups available.
For this reason a special design of the MIT Instru.
mentation Laboratory Li-Draper catenary diaphragm straingage transducer was worked out to our specifications by
Dr. YT. LI of MIT and Dr. F.F. Liu of Princeton to meet
the requirements of this contract.
"Princeton-MIT

It is known as the

itwt", and is being procured from Control

Engineering Corporation, Norwood# Massachusetts.
The features of this pickup .meet the following
necessary requirementa
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C, Instruwrientation (Cont'd)
1. Flush mounting of the pickup directly in the rocket
motor wall is made possible by thr

-atercooled double

diaphragm so tkiiat all of tho oscil.Lations are sansed without alteration up to t he frequency response limit of the
unit.
2. Response to high frequency oscillations up to 5000
cps is made possible by the good natural frequency (above
10#000 cpa) of the gauge even with the double# uaterfilled
diaphragms.
3. Application of a reference pressure to the back a-ide
of the diaphragm

ill

permit high accuracy in delineation

of transient response wave forms and aMplitudes°

4. Diaphragm stops permit high sensitivity without the
p

danger of recurrent diaphragm rupture.
Although some development troubles may ensue, it is felt
that the problem of a satisfactory pressure transducer
for work on rocket combustion instability will be solved
by the unit described above.
tested to see if

on delivery it will be

it meets the performance specified and

is otherwise suitable.

b. Flow
The problem of measuring transient flow is a very diffi*

cult one, and it has not been possible to find a solution that
provides a sure answer to this problem as posed by the present
work.

For this reason several possibilities are being foLlowed

simultaneously.

S TRICTE
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First will be an attempt to measure the pulsating flow
,4

by sensing the instantaneous pressure on both sides of an
'injector orifice and converting the differential pressure
'thus obtained into tnatantaneous flow rate values using analytical relations developed from fundamental fluid flow
considerations.

Certain constants in these relations, which

u"!vill be presented in a later report, require initial calibration of the method for a specific configuration by one of the
other flow-meters described below,
Secondly, a mass rate floweter which is considered to
promise gooe low frequency transient flow response has been
developed by Dr. Y To Li of the MIT Instrumentation Laboratory.

This meter is based on measurement of the force re-

sulting from the Coriolis acceleration of the fluid as it
passes through a revolving tube.. A version of this meter
specifically designed for our work is being procured and will
be tested for frequency response and other factors on delivery.
A third method will be employed if it is possible to
obtain the loan of one of two electromagnetic flowneters being
procured by the Bureau of Aeronautics from the Mittelman Elec.
tronics Division, Centu-y America Cqrporationp Chicago, Illinois.

It is understood that the development of these meters has been
q

slowed by pressure leakage problems and that the frequency response is limited by the excitation frequency of the magnet.
However, and although a further limitation lies in necessity
fw the fluid to have a conductivity above a certain minimum
PTED
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value, tis

meter can be used to very goo

advantafe for

calibration of other trnsient flow measuring methods using
water.
Despite tho existence of the methods described above,
it

must be remembered that so far they cover only the low

frequency range.

Continued effort will be made to reach a

solution for the measurement of instantaneous flow rates at
high frequencies.
b.

Performance
Measurements will be taken of the basic performances of

the rocket motor bei.-- tested to ascertain variations in
average values of specific ixi.ulse, heat transferj etc*#
der unstable operating conditions.

uan-

Thrust will be sensed

simultaneously by a strain gage tension unit and an Emery load
cell.

Some idea of the variation in thrust will thus be poss-

ible and an average value will also be available for correlation purposes.

Steady averaged flow rate will be obtained

from a Potter

electronic flow sensing element incorporating

a vaned rotor

hich generates electric pulses proportioned

to flow rate.

Temperatures along the motor walls will be

measured by thermocouples.

Certain system operation pressures

will be sensed by bourdon tube action.
2. Intermediate Elements
Some of the items of intermediate usage are shomi on Figs. 5
and 6.

An extremely staule direct current amplifier is

being ob.

tained for use with Lhe presoure pickups# etc., from Advance Elec-

66C Ui 's
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tronic Co., Passaies 1H.J.3 accordinC to a new desim.
Filt..ers with Very sharp cutoff

of' unwanted frequencies are

being developed and ruanufactured by lBeva Laboratories, Trenton, N.J.
Additional anplifiere, integrators, switching circuits, etc,,
are being .worked up by project personnel.

3. Indicati-ng and RecordlnCj 12ements
In addition to .famiii-'ar proestire gage faces it is necessary,
because of the transient phenommna, to invest heavily'in rather
complex indicating and recording elenents.
~Irnsient data -41l be recorded directly on a tuo channel
Ampex niagnebic tapQ r--coader frorri which it can be played back at
one of twom speeds.

Ini acddition, data tiiU be recorded using a

6 channel Hathaway oscil4.ogrph.
A Panoramic Sonic Analyser, wh-ich displays a plot of amplitude vs. frequency, and a dual. beam Dumont oscilloscope vrill be
*

used in delineating the phenomena.

These latter two instruments

wili use a Dumont oscil.lo~cope camera for recording purposes.
*

Steady stato signals will be penned on Leeds and Northrup
recording potorbioueters.
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INFOrMATION and DATA

As might be expected, no experimental data have been obtained during
the first few months of the contract and efforts to collect information
*

have consisted so far of studying literature sources and making trips to

visit activities and consult with persons who have been worling in the
field.

These efforts are described in the paragraphs that follow.

A, Literature Sources
Literature searches have been made and ar

included as Appendix A.

the searches made so far cover the basic subject, cabustion instability,

and the monopropellant which will be used in our initial tests, etbylene

amoid.
u,

B. Visits
During the period covered by this report, a number of visits were
made to various rocket activities in the northeast United States to exchange information pertaining to our work under this contract.

The re-

sults of these discussions are summarized below.

1. Reaction Motors, Incorporated (Rockaway, N.J.)
The phenomenon of combustion instability is recognised as a definite problem in the design of both high- and low-thrust motors* The
occurrence of low-frequency instability, commonly referred to as
r chuggingW,

has been essentially eliminated (barring unforeseen acci-.

dental occurrences) by feed system and injector development, particularly by increasing injector pressure drops.

High-frequency insta.-

bilityp or "screaming", has been encountered frequently, and sometimes
destructively. The improvement in performance of a "scaming" rocket

motor has been clearly noted, soe test results having indicated the
attainment of nearly 100%theoretical impulse.
*
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of all 1:he acti v,,ies sur-rveyed, -MI has probably the most complete
umenation for instability studies but its dtilization has been
limited.

They have been ,,csainin"

thbei

data on mganetic tape for some

time, their strain-Za'e ty)pe pressure transducers appear to have good
frequency response although compromised somewhat by mounting limitations,

*

and much specialized instrumontation such as a Panoramic Sonic Analyzer
is available.
2. The "..

Ke2loL

Conpany,-

Special Projects Division (Jersey City,N.J.)

Kellogg has done a considerable amount of fundamental research on
the problem of high-frequency instability.

They have essentially elim-

inated destructive "screaming" in a 5,O00-lb thrust cylinder by employing an injector configuration utilizing film-cooled splash surfaces.
Extensive studies of 50-1b thrust bipropellant motors lead them to believe
that "screaming" instability is primarily a function
phenomena,

and is,

of combustion chamber

unlike "chugging", independent of the feed system.

A relationship appears to exist between Ofiss-gaaf formation (i.e.,

formation of radicals, aratics, eto.

just prior to combustion) and

high-frequency instability.
qExerimental results indicated that "screaming" could not be induced when "fim-gases" were not present in the coibustion reaction.
Kelloigg

presently conducting theoretical studies which will attempt

to rolate high-frequency instability phenomena primarily to the thermochenical reaction processes in the chamber, and secondarily to injector
configuration.

*

one interesting result of experiments conducted with 50-lb thrust
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motors was the marked independence of exhaust velocity, c*, (i.e.,
combustion efficiency) with respect to characteristic length, L*
Using an acid-ammonia propellant combination, L* was decreased to
a value of 8 inches before a dropoff in c* was noted. This led to
a concldion that, with an impinging jet injector, combustion was
essentially complete within an inch of the injector.

Similar con-

clusions have been drawn by other coripanies using different propellant combinations (e.g., alcohol-oxygen and gasoline-oxygen).
Kellogg's present instrumentation is inadequate for high-frequency instability studies, so most of their results haye been obtained by use of high-speed photographs both of transparent (lucite)
rocket motors and of the exhaust jets of conventional motors.
3. Curtiss-wight Corporation - Rocket Division (Caidwell, N.J.)
Curtiss-Wkight has not encountered difficulties with combustion
instability in its oxygen-alcohol motor.

The stable character of

this motor is attributed by Curtiss-Wright personnel to the injector
design, which uses a rather complicated series of impinging streams
in conjunction with a central splash disc, and to their use of practically full film cooling, and to the extremely short feed lines down
stream of the propellant valves.
Both thrust and pressure oscillations have been detected, at frequencies corresponding to the motor mass resonance and the fundamental
closed-pipe mode of the chamberp but these oscillations are apparently
of small amplitude.

Increases in heat transfer and performance have

been noted in conjunction with what they consider to be occasional
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B. Visits
partial breakdown of the cooling film, but no burnout or destructive
vibrations have occurred*
4. General ESlctric Company -

ita Test Station (Ballston Spa, N.Y.)

The Hernes project has done some excellent work in high-speed
strip photography of rocket motor combustion, and has identified a
type of high-frequency instability of a highly nonlinear nature* The
photographs indicate that the pressure waves associated with high frequency instability are actually shock waves, propagating doti the
chamber at about 4700 ft/sec (1ach number between 1.2 and 1.5) and
sufficiently strong to cause flow reversal.

both upstream-

and

dowastrean-running waves appear in the photographs with reflections
occurring at the injector face and in the converging iection of the
nossle, upstream of the throat.
bility

The hih-amplitude shock-type inste.

ans eliminated when the convergent nossle cone angle was re.

duced from 43° to 100 (i.e., making the noule convergent section
longer and shallower), and low amplitude non-shook pressure waves
wre then observed.

The frequencies of both shock and non-shock in-

stability were approximately equal to the closed-pipe frequency of

the chamber, with the slightly lower non-shock frequency explained
as being caused by the increase in effective length resulting from
the lengthened converging section of the exhaust nozsle.
has noted no consistent change in performance during un-

SG.a.

stable operation, partly due to the necessary brevity of the periods

of instability.

Results of their tests on a 1200 lb..oxygen-alcohol

1otor have shown that a ssllwe

p

L* (ie.,

shorter motors) tends to
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correct instability. Observed instability frequencies decrease with
motor length in the same manner as do chamber resonant frequencies.
The test motors are instrumented with Photocon pickupa4 mounted
about one inch from the chamber, recording n a G.E, oscillographo
Thrust readings are obtained from a mechanical-hydraulic linkage
connected to a Tate-Emery pressure gage unit.
Some preliminary work has been done in observing the pulse
attenuation obtainable with a cavitating venturi. Input oscillatory
flow (300 to U1dO aps) was obtained by use of a rotating disc in a

shunt lines and the venturi indicated 50% to 90% reduction in input
0

pulse anplitudes.

5.

Bell Aircraft Corpny - Rocket Research Section (Itffalo, N.Y.)
Bell has encountered instability frequencies of from 90 to, 300

4

ps both in 4,0W lb. regeneratively cooled motors and in 15O0 lb.
uncooled test motorsp operating with white fuming nitric acid amd
gasoline.

This instability has been reduced in amplitude by install-

ing, an orifice upstream of the injector, but has not been eliminated
entirely.
thi

They have observed no high-frequency instability, although

vay be partly due to inadequacy of pressure pickup instrumentation.
Improvement in performauce (up to nearly 100% of theoretimal im-

pulse), and increases in thrust and heat transfer have been observeds,
xalmys occurring in a given motor at.the same mixture ratio as the
ratio is richened.

he Bell personnel feel that instability is a

function primarily of the injector and of the chemical reaction kinstics, but have not yet been able to put their theories on a firm basis.
ED
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Much work has been done on injector characteristics and their
effect on rocket motor instability.

An extensive injector flow stands

using dyed water to represent the propellants, has been used for this
works and current construction of a pressurized transparent tank is
expected to provide more iralistic atomination data.

Brief37, the

preliminary results of the injector studies are as folloes
a. Full and hollow-cone sprayst Very stable but only fair combus-

tion efficiency, and low impulse.
b. "Hypoid"I Burns hot, but runs ordinarily are stable and efficient.
C. Multiple-jet impinging streams: Poor stability characteristics,
butdespite poor stream mixing, good performance.
d. Showerheadt Excellent stability, but poor performance.
e. Combination - Showerhead and cone sprays:

(No data yet recorded)

Other work of interest in rocket instability research includes a
determination of the compressibility of various common propellants. The
results of this study have been tabulated, and it is hoped that they uM
become available in the near future.

6o Wandotte Chemicals Co. - High-Pressure Research Division
(Wandotte, Mich.)
This visit was highly informative with regard to details of the
operational technique for testing of ethylene oxide rocket motors, All
formal results appear in their reports (see Appendix A2), but many of
the details of ethylene oxide operation were discussed and clarified.
No accurate instability data was available due to the nature of
the instrunentation, but indications were that, given proper "Warm-up.
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ti o (i~e., approximately, seven seconds o)ygen flow duration), chamber
pressure oscillations uere less than * 1% in amplitude.
ethylene oxide. i-ms

Operation on

xttremely quiet for the 60-lb. thrust tept motor,

and the ed"iaust %as entir,ely smokeless and odorless.
7. NACA - Rocket Laboratory (Cleveland, Ohio)
A larg;e nuaber of tests were run on acid-gasoline and omxygenamuonia motors of varying lengths.

A plet of theoretical closed-pipe

resonant frequencies (including harmonics) against the

parameter

c*/Length was made from these tests and data collected from various
sources on unstable operation. Data points thus obtained were in
excellent agreement

ith the predictions from the longitudibal

reso-

nance theory.
Performance changes with "screaming" were noted, indicating heat
transfer increases over stable operating conditions by factors of from
*1

2 to 5, and typical c* (expre3sed as percent of theoretical) increasing from 70% during stable operation to 98% with "screaming". Both
propellant combinations and two injector configurations indicated the
same trend in this respect. Instability seemed to occur randomly,
sometimes requiri:ng changes in propellant feed rates and pessures to
initiate it, and sometimes starting spontaneously.
Extensive studies of both Mittelman and an NACA-designed electromagnetic flowmeter have been made.

The Mittelman sensing unit has

been deemed unsatisfactory from the pressure-seal standpoint and in
frequency response ( 30 ops), wvile a 435 cps carrier frequency limits
response of the NACA meter to about 50 cps;
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Ao Utpa"zae Searches
i ch olf '4ho ,material listed in ')punrIIx A
*

-ITIT/LIRE SLARVNES -

is available locally in thu Forrutal Rlesearch Center Library and will
be obtained and e xuined for p;rt inenoo and irth in connection Wiith
the ;.ork of this conLract.

LeorLt

will bt. made to .o'Lain additional

referencee from oier activities engaged in similar work.

Searches on

allied subjeots ed.ll be instituted as the desire for published infr.
matin is felt.

The ultimate aim is the casilation of a selective

bIbliography of published material of use to persons interested in con.
bustion instability in liquid propellant rocket motors.
B. Visits
General results of visits to date are esmiarized. belows
1. All activities visited, with only one exception
stability is a major problem in rocket motor operation.

feel that in.
Much enthusi-

am was expressed with regard to present 1nstability studies under our

contract, and nearly all personnel stated the opinion that such a program 4&s necessary and quite timelv.
2. Definitions of ,instability"' varied considerably,

xtending from

!aW pressure oscillations, regardless of amplitude" through *a loud
screaming niAse, to "ary oscilaicAon which causes mechanical failure or
burnout".

?he reason for these discrepancies lies perhaps in the diff-

iculty of measuring the phenouena in an objective way, especially at
high frequemiez, so that many times the definition of unstable conditions are purely based on subjective noise appreciation or on remt.

Ing damage to the rocket.
10,

It seems to be commonly accepted that "chugging*

refers to f!requencies up to the order of 200-300 cps, whereas "screaming"

refers to. foquencies of the order of 800 cps and higherp, but this olassi.
swICYRIMs'o
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fication is, of course, inadequate from a causative viewpoint. Additional
effort needs to be made to identify the phenomena of instability and to
establish more precisely their effects in liquid propellant rocket motors.
3. The general opinion is that "chugging" frequencies appear to be
tied up with the feed system and injector pressure drop.

"Screiaing", on

the other hand, alrost always manifests itself at resonant freqmncies
(and harmonics) of the combustion chamber, and most activities feel that
this high frequency instability is closely tied in with chemical reaction
kinetics and injector spray pattern characteristics.

Oscillations at

intermediate frequencies have also been noted, It must be observed that
*

there can be different kinds of inutability, as can be shon from the
following-simple considerations. So-called stable combustion is never
completely smooth. As a consequence of the mechanism of combustion# press.
vre and velocity fluctuations are always present, but they are character..

ised by the fact that they take place nearly at random, since for stable
combustion there is very little correlation between what happens at two
different locations in the combustion chamber. However, if one of the
parameters affecting'the combustion is made to change throughout the
chamber, there will be a correlated effect on combustion at every location, which in turn can int~ract with the affecting parameter and create
unstable conditions. Additional oscillations of pressure and velocity
appear as a consequence, but they differ from the random fluctuations
4existing

in the so-called stable case because they are organised, and h'
this reason they can have important mecharlcal and thermal effects even
if :vher level is not higher than that of the random fluctuation&

The

di4erent types of instability are due to the interaction of the combus-
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3. Visits
tion process

ith different parametersg for the low frequency case the

interaction is betwween rate of coabustion and rates of wthaust' and in.
,jection; for the high frequoucy oase between rate of cmoibustion. and
wve motion of the gases in the chamber; for the intermediate trequency
case it rniyht be betwee

rate of combustion and wmve motion of the pro-

pellants in the feeding system.

in turn, the rate of combustion can be

affected by such parameters as pressure, teaperature, velocity, or mixture-ratiol

and each one of these parameters can be responsible for the

appearance of instability.

Ho over, temperature affects can probably

be correlated with preosure effects; and 15he effects of thi.s parameter,
i hich is likely to be the most important, will be the first object of
the present research.

4. Instrumentation at a-lJ activities is inadequate for proper instability measurements, particular.

at hih frequencies.

11e chief

failure here is the necessity for rounting chamber pi: essure transducers
some distance from the chamber uall in order to prevent burnout of the
-transducer sensing elsment., thus introducing a resonant copressible
columin into the system, iihich disturbs the high frequency response of
the instrument.

Another important reason can be that in order to give

the necessary indications, the pressure measurement must be made in such
a wmy that one can distinguish the random process discussed above from
the organized process present in the case of instability.

No satisfact-

ory attempt has been made so far in this direction, since the use of the
sound analyzer for this purpose is open to question;'

Te overall appre-

ciation of the phenomenon is more satLsfactoral4 obtained from visual
means in

transparent chambers, where the possibility of observing more
RESrRICT
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than one point allows the distinction bet-,eon random notion (turbulence)
and' or,7nlzed motion (oscillations).

Dynn-ijc flowu measiurement at fre-.

quencies hither than about 50 cps has not boen successful, and only one
activity visited had made any attempt at all to measure dmjaar4
Th

results of the

.F.

'low.

work show that the presstre oscillations

can reach quite lar,,e amplitudes and the waves can devolop into shook
= ves. 'When this hapens the syste cannot be treatd
by means of the
small porturbation asimrption.

Thcrefore, the linearization of tIhe

systems hocones lnossihle, ,At'- the result that no reasonable theoret
ical analysis can be porformed.

7o-ver, t his does not iaean that the

resuits obtained from a linea-izod theory cowrlately lose -heir s.ificance.

in fact, the linearized theory still predicts the ranges of

instabilit- bvsod on a givm intGraction nihanism -,Jthout giving any

Sescri.ntion of what happens if the operation fhds in one of these rangcs,
enccept that the anplitude of the oscillations will increase withuut limit.
This is,

of course, inposcible, and the annplitude of oscillation is

limited

j the vecsence of dis.-Dative forces and by effects of the non.linearity,
this last being probably the most important.
the non-linearity has a li'itin-,

and th,.refore a kind of stabilizing,

effect on the oscillationb.

In other words,

the limits of the ran-,s of

instability the non-linearity may prevent

large-amp3itude oscillations,
4

I'e see that in this respect

the range of instability.

it

is possible that close to

and this to all practical effects rteduces

For the ,-$iven interaction mechanism it

seems

theefore that the predictions of lthc linearized treatment give the most
unfavorable results and arc on the safe side, because in orcor to have any
large-ampitude oscillations dsvelon, the system i=mst first

be unstable for
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The~re is also Oie possibility that for "Large

p2.vltudes sorme different type of Interaiction ne chanism ma~y anpears in
uhtch case largG-ampl2ik'Ade oscillatono iht

be ontoz'tained even in

coneiu-ons t'hat ire stable aL-alhst small perturbations,

In 'this, event-

uality, hourvers the occiJ.2ations cannot be sce2f-doveloped,
kind~ of')ar-c-ampaiudes
them,

nd come

externa.l d11-Attix~ce is necessary'to triZ~or

No iaormWtion on thisi type of insta':4Jlit-v wouad be Ziven 1y

any cwall Ipcrlurbation T'heory, on '(;hu other 'hand there

L-4,

no substan-

tia. evidence that such z, type ciin ,--xlst, nd itheforcti

possibil-

Ity is nct'~lected for' the time Ibein--.
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When, in the progress of the work, it is possible to make
recamendations of value to the rocket engine designer in alleviating the harmful effects of rocket combustion instabilitr, tbay
All be presented in this spao.4
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Combustion Instability, with particular reference to liquid propellant
rocket -motorso
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